All ECO Bookworm selections 2020-2023

- “A Kids Book About Climate Change” written by Zanagee Artis and Olivia Greenspan
- “A Planet Like Ours” written by Frank Murphy and Charnaie Gordon illustrated by Kayla Harren
- “Aani and the Tree Huggers” written by Jeannine Atkins illustrated by Venantius Pinto
- “ABC Earth-Friendly Me” written by Christiane Engle
- “And the People Stayed Home” written by Kitty O’Meara illustrated by Dan Hanna
- “Be the Difference: 40+ Ideas for Kids to create positive change using empathy, kindness, equality and environmental awareness” written by Jayneen Sanders illustrated by Cherie Zamazing
- “Buried Sunlight: How Fossil Fuels Have Changed the Earth” written by Molly Bang and Penny Chisholm illustrated by Molly Bang
- “Coco’s Fire: Changing Climate Anxiety into Climate Action” written by Jeremy Wortzel and Lena Champlin illustrated by Lena K. Champlin
- “Drought” written by Melissa Stewart illustrated by Andrew Ceolin
- “Earth Hour A Lights-out Event for our planet” written by Nanette Hefferman illustrated by Bao Luu
- “Greta and the Giants” written by Zoe Tucker illustrated Zoe Persico
- “Hurricane Watch” written by Melissa Stewart illustrated by Taia Morley
- “I am Enough” written by Gracy Byers illustrated by Keturah A. Bobo
- “If Elephants Disappeared” written and illustrated by Lily Williams
- “Kenya’s Art” written by Linda Trice illustrated by Hazel Mitchell
- “Melanin Brown Discovers America” written by Candice Davis illustrated by Benedicta Bautsie
- “My Friend Earth” written by Patricia MacLachlan illustrated by Francesca Sanna
- “No World Too Big: Young People Fighting Global Climate Change” written by Lindsay H. Metcalf and Keila V. Dawson illustrated by Jeanette Bradley
- “Old Enough to Save the Planet” written by Loll Kirby illustrated by Adelina Lirius
- “Penguins Don’t Wear Sweaters” written by Marikka Tamura illustrated by Daniel Rieley
- “Rise up and Write It” written by Nanndi Ahuja illustrated by Aноosha Syed
- “Rocket Says Clean Up!” written by Nathan Bryon illustrated by Dapo Adeola
- “Sofia Valdez Future Prez” written by Andrea Beaty illustrated by David Roberts
- “Solar Story: How One Community Lives Alongside the World's Biggest Solar Plant” written and illustrated by Allan Drummond
- “Stand Up! Speak Up!: A Story Inspired by the Climate Change Revolution” written and illustrated by Andrew Joyner
- “The Big Beach Cleanup” written by Charlotte Offsay illustrated by Katie Rewse
- “The Coquies Still Sing” written by Karina Nicole González illustrated by Krystal Quiles
- “The Earth Gives More” written by Sue Fliess illustrated by Christiane Engel
- “The Great Kapok Tree: A Tale of the Amazon Rain Forest” written and illustrated by Lynne Cherry
- “The Lorax” written by Dr. Suess
- “The Pout-Pout Fish Cleans Up the Ocean” written by Deborah Diesen illustrated by Dan Hanna
- “The Tree Lady: The Story of How One Tree-Loving Woman Changed a City Forever” written by H. Joseph Hopkins illustrated by Jill McElmurry
- “The Water Walker” written by Joanne Robertson illustrated by Joanne Robertson
- “To change a planet” written by Christina Soontornvat illustrated by Rahele Jomepour Bell
- “We are Water Protectors” written by Christina Soontornvat illustrated by Rahele Jomepour Bell
- “Young Water Protectors: A Story about Standing Rock” written by Aslan Tudor, Kelly Tudor and Jason Eaglespeaker